
FRONT-OF-THE-HOUSE SYSTEMS

Suggested Uses
Popular with sports concessions and other operations 
that want to streamline their self-serve areas. To offer 
customers multiple condiments, please order one  
dispenser for each product.

Nemco’s In-Counter Dispensers optimize space and promote a tidy front-
of-the-house appearance by drawing from pouches hidden away in under-
neath cabinets. Uses a simple mechanical dispensing system (No CO²!).  

In-Counter Dispensing Systems

General Specifications

Model Description Dimensions 
10959 Single Dispenser 3" x 7" x 121/4"

Stainless-steel dispensers 
are available in single up to 
quintuple models. Or, you 
can spec these drop-in style 
units that lower the profile 
and reduce the chance of 
movement.

Each dispenser includes a 1.5 gallon pouch support and  
the necessary tubing to connect pump to pouch. Works 
with standard 16mm fitments and 38mm bag-in-box.

General Specifications

Model Description Dimensions (w x d x h)

10950 Single Dispenser, Plastic, Black/Black (UNI-2)1 61/2" x 13" x 171/3" 
10951 Single Dispenser, Plastic, Black/White (UNI-2)1 61/2" x 13" x 171/3"
10961 Single Dispenser, Stainless (SS6L-1)1 61/2" x 131/4" x 183/4" 
10962 Double Dispenser, Stainless (SS6L-2)1 107/8" x 131/4" x 183/4"
10963 Triple Dispenser, Stainless (SS6L-3)1 163/8" x 131/4" x 183/4"
10964 Quadruple Dispenser, Stainless (SS6L-4)1 217/8" x 131/4" x 183/4"
10965 Quintuple Dispenser, Stainless (SS6L-5)1 273/8" x 131/4" x 183/4"
10966 Single Drop-In Dispenser, Stainless (SS6L-1DI)1 75/8" x 14" x 12" *
10967 Double Drop-In Dispenser, Stainless (SS6L-2DI)1 12" x 14" x 12" *
10968 Triple Drop-In Dispenser, Stainless (SS6L-3DI)1 171/2" x 14" x 12" *
10969 Quadruple Drop-In Dispenser, Stainless (SS6L-4DI)1 23" x 14" x 12" *
10970 Quintuple Drop-In Dispenser, Stainless (SS6L-5DI)1 281/2" x 14" x 12" *
10971 Single Dispenser for 1 gal. Jar 63/4” x 131/4” x 20”
10972 Single Dispenser for 3 gal. Bag 107/8” x 131/4” x 183/4”

Classy Countertop Dispensers
Nemco’s Plastic and Stainless-Steel Countertop Dispensers feature 
a smooth, easy-to-activate pump that delivers an accurate, 
no-drip portion of all kinds of condiments, sauces or dressings. 

•   Pump delivers a precise portion with one smooth motion.
•   Features adjustable portion settings—plastic units are 

preset at 1.25 fl. oz., or can be changed to 1.75 or .75 fl. oz. 
Stainless steel units are preset at 0.5 fl. oz., or can be 
changed to 1 fl. oz.

•   Transparent pump allows for quick product identification. 
•   Accept standard 1.5-gallon (6 qt.) pouches with 16mm fitments.
•   Accommodate flavor-ID or other custom graphics—plastic 

units have a clear panel on the lid for a paper or card stock; 
stainless units accept a wrap across the wide face. 

Suggested Uses
User-friendly, with clean-line style and no-mess, they’re perfect 
for self-serve stations trying to maintain a sharp brand image.

Model 10950

Model 10961

Model 10962

Model 10968

*Above counter dimensions.


